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Crew Guide This Crew Guide is aimed at Hiwassee River getting you to your runner as Gee Creek CG quickly as possible. Firehouse (crew only) 17.1 However, our first priority is 41.1 35.2348, -84.5493 to make this event the best 35.2335, -84.4643 possible from the runnerʼs perspective. With this goal in mind, weʼre restricting crew and spectator Hwy 315 vehicle access to all of the road Hwy 30 sections that the runners are on. This will require you to drive a bit Reliance 64.3 farther, but not by much. An 35.1875, -84.4973 START additional reason for limited 35.1152, -84.5740 access is that the course is remote and many of the aid Thunder Rock 84.0 stations are accessible only by 35.0748, -84.4827 long, rough and narrow roads that wonʼt allow for many vehicles. The Whitewater Center map here shows the 7 spots on the 89.7 course that facilitate crew access 35.0664, -84.4612 Hwy 64 and the roads that you should stay on. If you decide to ignore our requests and drive on the runnerʼs Boyd Gap Raft One roads, and if youʼre caught 93.3 35.0357, -84.4282 35.0419, -84.4518 assisting a runner in one of these areas, that runner, whether you know them or not, will be disqualified. Sorry if that sounds a bit harsh, but no one wants to run next to vehicles and as you can see there are plenty of other options for assisting and cheering. Packet pick-up and drop bag hand off on Friday morning will be at Raft One. Raft One will serve as the main bus stop to deliver anyone wishing for a ride to the start of the race at Parksville Lake Campground. These busses will stay at the start and will return you back to your car if you wish. Due to the multitude of navigation tools in use, we feel it best to just give you the gps coordinates to each aid station. Also, there are only a few paved roads in the area and as you should be able to see from the map, there are not many options to get between these locations. If you would like a print-out, click HERE for a link to the Google map. Please keep your travels only to these roads unless you know for certain that the road is not on the course. If you stay on paved roads, youʼre golden.



Thunder Rock 100 Crew Access Aid Station



Mile



GPS Coordinates



Gee Creek CG Firehouse Reliance Thunder Rock Whitewater Center Boyd Gap Raft One - Finish



17.1 41.1 64.3 84.1 89.7 93.3 100



35.2348, -84.5493 \ 35.1874, -84.4973 35.0748, -84.4827 35.0664, -84.4612 35.0419, -84.4518 35.0357, -84.4282 Sunset Sunrise Moonrise Moonset



Estimated time in Drive Time 17 hour 24 hour 30 hour To Next 26 or 29 min 3:00 PM 3:50 PM 4:30 PM 10 min 6:30 PM 9:00 PM 10:40 PM 32 min 10:15 PM 2:05 AM 5:10 AM 3 min 1:20 AM 6:45 AM 11:05 AM 3 min 3:05 AM 9:05 AM 2:15 PM 3 min 3:45 AM 10:05 AM 3:35 PM 5:00 AM Noon 6:00 PM Hours In 8:37 8:37 6:36 18:35 4:55 AM 16:55 6:52 PM 30:52



Cut Off Times 4:15 5:30 Noon 2:00 3:00 6:00 PM



Raft One to Start then to Gee Creek (42 or 49 min) It will take you 18 min (14 miles) to get from Raft One to the start at Parksville Lake Camp Ground. Two options to get you from there to Gee Creek. Taking Hwy 314 to 411/33 is a bit longer but quicker and a lot less curvy, but definitely the best choice if you have even the slightest car sick issues. Be careful when driving through Benton. Many a speeding ticket has be collected there. Hwy 30 is a prettier drive and youʼll go through Reliance; the runners come back through here at mile 64. There are several roads off of Hwy 30 that could take you onto the runnerʼs course. These roads are narrow, rutted Start out, long and often on the verge of 4WD roads. Please do not get off Hwy 30. We are saying this not only to keep vehicles off the running course, but it could lead to problems if you were to encounter a vehicle traveling in the opposite direction and if you were to break down, it would be a big deal getting help. As you know by now, this is a really rural area with huge chunks of forest land and very little development of any kind. Thereʼs an abundance of wildlife and hunting is popular. If you take the 411 route, youʼll go by the Benton Shooters supply. Even if you are not a hunter, you may want to stop and check out one of the largest inventories of guns--2000 guns of every possible type--and archery gear. Something else to stop for in Benton...food. Thereʼs really nothing in Reliance so Benton is your best choice if you need to shop. If you kept



Benton Shooters Supply



going the historic railroad town of Etowah cool shops and restaurants.



Historic Webb store, and the only store in Reliance



on 411, where they



Etowah, TN



youʼll go to have really



Gee Creek to the Springtown Firehouse (26 or 29 min) Again there are two good driving options. One is to stay on river right and drive upstream, which will quickly turn onto a dirt road that travels next to Spring Creek. This is a rough road at times. Here you would be wise to stop at one of the great picnic and camping spots along the way. The longer but quicker option is to backtrack to Hwy 30 to Reliance and then at the Webb store go over the bridge (Hwy 315) where it is a straight shot to the Firehouse. As you can see from the photo, there is not a very big parking lot. Please do not come to this location until just before you expect your runner and leave right after. This should be your practice for each crew access point.



Hiwassee Union Church. Built in 1899. Springtown Firehouse



Springtown Firehouse to Reliance



(10 min)



Itʼs an easy to this drive to the historic town of Reliance. The aid station is separate from the crew spot. When you cross the bridge over the Hiwassee river, the old Web Brothers store and old post office is on the left. Turn left and continue toward the railroad bridge. Youʼll see the aid station to the left. Do not go there. If you do, youʼll be stopped and asked to drive to the crew parking lot just before the railroad bridge. There are a bunch of picnic tables and the runners will run between the lot and the road, on the grass. The course is marked with yellow flags.



There is some really cool history in this area as follows: The Vaughn-Webb house, located on Hwy. 30, was built in the late 1880s. In addition to operating a grist mill, the Vaughn family grew corn and hay, raised cattle, hogs, and mules, and cut timber. Stones from the grist mill can be seen at Webb Brothers Store, and cattle can still be seen in the fields. The Higdon Hotel was built by Calvin Higdon on the north side of the river after the L&N Railroad purchased right-of-way for track construction in 1888. The large two-story frame hotel with a two-story front porch provided accommodations for the railroad personnel and travelers. Itʼs located on Childerʼs Creek Road just a short distance away from the north end of the bridge on Tellico-Reliance Road (TN Hwy. 315). The Watchmanʼs House was built in 1891 for use by the railroad watchman, who checked the railroad bridge for burning embers after the train passed over. Itʼs located just across the bridge. The Hiwassee Union Church and Masonic Lodge joined forces around 1899 to build a two-story frame building with a full porch across the front. The upper floor was used by the Masons, with the church meeting on the first floor. During the week, the church was used as a school for a short time. You can actually go under the building, but with the stacked rock foundation looking like it could collapse anytime...itʼs really creepy.



Reliance to Thunder Rock (32 min) Your runner has 20 miles of really awe inspiring single track trail to run before you see them again, so you have time to visit Etowah or Benton. Actually, youʼll have plenty of time to go into Cleveland. For that, just drive down river on Hwy 30 to meet 411. Go right for Etowah and left for Benton and Cleveland.



To Etowah, Benton or Cleveland Reliance



The Thunder Rock aid station is at the far end of the campground. Unless you are camping here, you wonʼt be allowed to block any of the Thunder Rock CG camping access. Please be respectful. Your runner will be coming across the same bridge you drove over, so you can set up your crew spot in a number of locations. Please be conscious of other vehicleʼs access in and out. Another great option is to drive to the next crew spot at the Whitewater Center, where there is abundant parking. From there, you can walk the 1.3 mile trail down to Thunder Rock. This trail is right on the river and provides some really great views. It really is the best option if you can handle walking for a total of 2.6 miles. Itʼs better for the event because it reduces congestion at Thunder Rock CG and better for you due to the walk.



Thunder Rock to Whitewater Center (3 min) No map is needed here; just drive up river for 3 minutes. There are plenty of parking so please do yourself a favor and walk around a bit. There are some great trails right on the river on both sides. The whitewater paddling events for the 1996 Summer Olympics were held here. There were 4 events and 6 countries won medals; the USA only won one.



Whitewater Center to Boyd Gap (3 min) Again no map is needed here; go another 3 minutes up river for the next aid station. Pay attention to the Boyd Gap on the right. Enjoy the view.



Boyd Gap to Raft One (3 min) Once again, just drive up river for 3 minutes. Raft One will be on the left. We expect that youʼll be able to find a parking spot. If the party is so successful that no one wants to leave, you may be required to park along the side of the highway 64. If this is the case, please park as far off the road as possible.



Post Race There are typically three key things that your runner will want: food/drink, a shower or to lay down. We will have it all. We suggest that you get to know the paths to all three since your runner will most likely need your help. The food/drink should be obvious; as the runner finishes, the party with all the food is to the left. As the runner comes through the finish line, you will see signs for the showers down a trail (no stairs) to the right. The bunk houses are straight and then up to the left. Sad to say, but there are a few stairs needed to get to the bunks. There wonʼt be one awards ceremony, but one continuous party that should be going well after 6:00. As soon as your runner is recovered and ready to get their buckle and special award and photo, let the emcee know and weʼll call the name and get them on stage.



Sponsors:



We could not make this happen without the generous support from our sponsors: The North Face, Fast Break Athletics, Chattanooga Brewing Company, Good Hue, Luwazo, Chattanooga Track Club and please give a huge thanks to Raft One for they have gone far beyond what we hoped for with opening up their home for us and refuse to take anything in return other than the joy of helping and watching you all finish. Please visit all of our sponsors and thank them for supporting this great lifestyle we all love so much. 100% of the proceeds of this race will go back into improving the trails and trail access in the area.
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Reliance 64.3 35.1874, -84.4973 32 min 10:15 PM 2:05 AM 5:10 AM 5:30. Thunder Rock 84.1 35.0748, -84.4827 3 min 1:20 AM 6:45 AM 11:05 AM Noon. 
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Thunder Rose 

Try to use what you know about Alice, Jim, and the dog from this passage to help you figure out how they will react. Home Activity Your child has read a short passage and answered questions about the characters and the plot. Tell your child a story a
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Thunder Rose 

going to the recycling center after I left here. I dropped my bag of bottles when I heard the thunder.â€� Alice turned to look at the display case with her glass birds. Every bird was in its place. Alice told Jim,. â€œNo problem. It was quite a noise
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Timestamp Crew Name Crew telephone # Crew email ... 

Mar 22, 2011 - great crew now as I have been in the past. I just want to get out on the water again. Email me with any questions! Thanks for you interest.
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Each mechanical component was designed to 100+ MPH wind survival with a 1.25 ... which yields virtual monoband performance and maximum power handling ...
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Loadingâ€¦ Page 1. Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. Thunder "Wonder Days.pdf. Thunder "Wonder Days.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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Crew News 

Sep 17, 2011 - freighter vying for space on the river dur- ing Friday's practice, nothing was going to stop the St. Mary's crew from putting toughness to the test at ...
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CREW CALL_SA - 

Oct 1, 2015 - Production Company: Unique Signature. Director: Sumaiya ... Any interested member, please send in your portfolio/resumÃ©/reel/website to the.
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Oct 1, 2015 - Email: [email protected] ... Copy/link of the short film and ... For subject line please write the name of the movie and the.
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Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. amanda crew 2012______________________________________________________.pdf. amanda crew ...
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... apps below to open or edit this item. a sound of thunder streaming vf_______________________________________.pdf. a sound of thunder streaming ...
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... Stock Car Racing Road To Daytona. Download Kent Wright. ebook file free of charge and this book pdf identified at Tuesday 6th of September 2016 05:20:32 ...
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A Sound of Thunder 

They wiped the blood from their helmets. They began to curse too. The Monster lay, a hill of solid flesh. Within, you could hear the sighs and murmurs as the ...
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Loadingâ€¦ Page 1. Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. A Distant Thunder 2005.pdf. A Distant Thunder 2005.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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A sound of thunder 

they wanted to go live in 1492. Of course .... the Past so that we meet the Monster not more than two minutes ... permit that sort of mess-a man meeting himself.
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